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INTRODUCTION
This guide is designed to help lecturers create an investment competition in an educational environment
using Bloomberg’s platform for measuring proposed trade ideas, TMSG (Trade Message).
The benefits of integrating TMSG into a financial course include:
»R
 eal-Life Experiences – Students use an industry-standard
platform. TMSG provides a simulated experience so that
returns reflect actual market conditions. Students will be
required to make investment decisions using real data, news
and company reports, the same as an equity analyst in the
City or on Wall Street.
» Peer Ranking – TMSG provides a live Blotter to monitor
ideas and compare performance, preparing students for the
competitive nature of the workplace.

»T
 amperproof Environment – Ideas cannot be backdated
or deleted.
» Common Platform – Faculties and lecturers create rules
to ensure that all ideas are relevant to the exercise and
measured consistently. Bloomberg handles the technical
aspects of the ideas, including proper costing of entry and
exit points, corporate actions, commissions, returns and P&L.

»M
 inimal Admin Workload — There is no requirement
for students to download data and track positions and
performance in programs like Excel. Faculties and lecturers
need only create a network with investment rules. Student
trades are then captured and measured automatically.
COMPETITION GOALS
»D
 evelop Research & Analysis Skills — Students will be
asked to research companies using fundamental data and
use technical analysis to conclude investment ideas. All
these tools and data are available through Bloomberg.
» Improve Communication & Teamwork — It is preferred,
though not compulsory, to form small groups. Each team
is made up of two or three students who work together to
make collective investment decisions.
»B
 uild Bloomberg Skills — Throughout the competition,
students use Bloomberg and utilize all possible functions
to help their research.

»S
 tay Abreast of the Market — To improve their chances
of making profitable decisions, students must follow overall
market trends, being mindful of M&A or earning releases of
their target companies. It is a perfect exercise to keep them
engaged with current financial markets.
»D
 evelop Investment Strategies — Students are required
to devise a strategy and evaluate its effectiveness throughout
the competition.

TMSG OVERVIEW
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 etworks — A network provides a common
1 N
platform to manage and monitor trade ideas. Once
a network is created, all ideas are pooled together
for monitoring and evaluation. Lecturers can create
different networks for different student groups
(e.g. Year1, Investment Club, Second-Year MSc).
2 C
 ustomized Evaluation — Student performance
can be measured by your chosen metrics e.g.
relative return against a benchmark, absolute
return or profit and loss.
3 P
 erformance Ranking — Sort student performance
by the metric of your choice to evaluate group and
individual success.
4 R
 eal-Time Monitoring — Participants’
performance can be monitored in real time.

Trade Message, TMSG <GO>

USING TMSG — HOW TO CREATE A NETWORK
1 C
 lick ‘Create Network’ on the TMSG page to start
creating a network
There are two types of network.

1

Standard Network — Create a standard network to
test student stock-picking ability rather than position
keeping and portfolio weighting: students must answer
the “whats” and the “whys”, but not the “how much”.
A standard network is an equally weighted, non-cash
network, typically used for buy- and sell-side analyst
networks and model portfolio management.
Notional Network — Notional networks allow users
to express their conviction levels in dollar amounts.
Students can manage the life of the idea by raising or
reducing their conviction level.
TMSG automatically uploads the ideas from a
notional network to the Portfolio and Risk Analytics
(PORT) function for more advanced analysis,
including attribution.

Choosing a network type in TMSG.

ADDING MEMBERS TO A NETWORK



Members — All participants must have their
1 Add
own login names on Bloomberg. You can add
members by entering their names.

1

3

2 A
 nonymized Sender Ranking — If enabled,
participants will not be able to see the ideas
entered by others, preventing ideas from being
shared or stolen. The ideas and senders can be
revealed at the end of the competition, to show
which performed the best.

2

3 E
 dit Rules — Set specific rules for the network to
ensure consistency, relevancy, and a true reflection
of the actual market.
The edit TMSG network screen

SETTING UP RULES
Network Administrators can set rules to ensure that ideas are relevant to the competition and the scope of an exercise is
focused. For example, you can limit your students to UK stocks with a market cap greater than £1 billion, where they can only
buy at the end-of-day closing price and cannot run more than 20 open positions at once. The latter rule enables students
to focus only on a fixed number of markets and place greater value on their available investment options. Rules can address
market cap, liquidity, stock price, country, number of ideas, etc.
1

2

1 Click ‘Rules’ on the red toolbar to see all
available choices.
2 Column definitions are available in the
‘Column Picker’.

Define your network’s rules using the TMSG Rules feature.

3 Rule definitions can be found in the help pages.
Click <HELP> button once for access.
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SAVING THE NETWORK
When you’ve finished setting up rules, click 1 ‘Update’
to return to the previous screen, then Create Network
to finish setting up the network.
It might take up to a minute for the system to create
a network, so please be patient after you click Create
Network and don’t click it twice.
Participants will receive an email notification in their
Bloomberg inbox (MSG) indicating they have been
invited to join the competition.

1

HOW TO ENTER AN IDEA
Run TMSG <GO> and click 1 Compose in the top-left of the screen.
1

1 I nput Security — Input stocks or ETFs and choose
to go long or short.

2

3

 arget Price — This field offers an indication of
2 T
what the idea’s sender thinks the price should be
within the given horizon. It’s purely an indication
and will not affect profit or loss.

4

5

The Compose Trade Idea screen
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3 N
 etwork — Select which network to send to.
One idea can be sent to more than one network.
4 I nvestment — Decide the amount to invest from
your available funds (if notional).
5 M
 essage — Provide an explanation of the analysis
(investment thesis). Files can also be attached to
support the argument, including research papers
from Bloomberg.
6 S
 end — Click on Send on the top-left-hand side
to send the idea.

HOW TO CLOSE AND UPDATE AN IDEA
1 Close an idea
2 Update an idea

1
2
An example list from My Views in TMSG

A pencil icon to the left of the idea allows a user to make updates to their idea, including target price, conviction, additional
thesis, attachments.
 rder Management — A drop-down option
1 O
enables the participant to increase or decrease the
size of their position, using the following commands:
Add Order, Reduce Order, Double Up and Cut
by Half.
Close

Idea — Use the ‘RED X’ Icon to the left of
the idea to ‘CLOSE’ your idea.

On the Update Idea ticket, click
the Order Management dropdown
to specify amendments to
current positions

1

ABOUT THE BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL® SERVICE
Bloomberg, the global business and financial information and news leader, gives influential decision makers a critical edge
by connecting them to a dynamic network of information, people and ideas. The company’s strength—delivering data,
news and analytics through innovative technology, quickly and accurately—is at the core of the Bloomberg Professional
service, which provides real time financial information to more than 315,000 subscribers globally. Headquartered in New
York, Bloomberg employs more than 15,000 people in 192 locations around the world.

CONTACT US
To learn more about Bloomberg for Education or for assistance in setting up a competition for your students, please email us
at bbeducation@bloomberg.net
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